Communications Made Real

Founded in 1997, VSL is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of communications solutions.

Millfield First & Nursery School, Buntingford was not a client of ours when they contacted
VSL to say that they were experiencing problems with their phone systems.

”We had an outdated phone system which stopped working on
Wednesday. It was fantastic, VSL were able to attend and install
a new and upgraded system the very next day” Clare Ridge, April 2017.
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School Telephony
Offering both hosted and on premise solutions, VSL utilise market leading telephony platform to provide you with
the latest in communications, backed up with service that supports your school day to day.
•
•
•
•

Feature-rich, intuitive phones and applications
Cost effective, flexible and scalable
Secure and resilient platforms with a choice of connectivity options
Range of applications to enhance communication between the school and parents.

VSL offer a complete solution; the technology, installation and support all come
in a package that can be customised for individual schools

Connectivity
Internet connectivity into schools is now faster and
cheaper than ever before. VSL provides Ethernet up to
1GB, so you can rely on your connectivity to handle a
multitude of internet based services.
•
•

•

•

Bandwidth and Performance Guarantees
Flexibility that allows you to upgrade mid contract if
your requirements change
Suitable for accessing large amounts of data,
streaming or broadcasting services
Reliable connection with full service level agreement

Wi-Fi Solutions
Entire site coverage is now a reality for many schools.
VSL’s preferred solution can provide reliable Wi-Fi in a
variety of environments and challenging building layouts
covering lecture halls, playing fields and tightly packed
classrooms.
•
•

•

High performance at an affordable price point
Simple configuration and management and reporting
through a web based wizard
Patented beam technology improving the stability of
device connections

With multiple school sites across the country, VSL’s work speaks for itself

Content Filtering, Threat Defence and Mobile Device Management
Schools are faced with an increasing number of cyber security challenges, walking a fine line between assuring open
web access, securing the schools network and most importantly, safeguarding content for pupils.
VSL offer powerful, scalable solutions that enable schools to secure all their users whether on mobile devices,
laptops or workstations, both on and off-campus.
•
•
•

Manages web access, granular social media control and robust YouTube and Google management controls
Detects and stop threats with real time alerts of violations
Fully featured mobile device management
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